An electrophysiological (ERP) component, the recognition potential, in the assessment of brain semantic networks in patients with schizophrenia.
Abnormal activation of semantic networks may be the underlying basis for thought disorder (ThD) in patients with schizophrenia. However, whether this abnormality consists of increased or decreased activation is unclear. Previous behavioral and electrophysiological (N400) data have failed to yield consistent evidence for clarifying this hypothesis. One of the event-related potentials (ERP) components (the recognition potential, RP), presumably reflecting activation of specific semantic networks involved in ThD, has not been used to studies of schizophrenia, and may add additional information to support or refute this hypothesis. In an initial experiment, RP amplitude was reduced in schizophrenic patients, but particularly in those with ThD. In a second experiment, in addition to reduced overall RP amplitude, concrete words were shown to have higher amplitudes than abstract words in both patients and controls, supporting a relative integrity of the lexicon in ThD patients. RP reduction suggests that a fewer number of networks' elements are activated when an incoming word is processed, thus supporting hypoactivation of the semantic networks as the basis for ThD.